WARRIOR

14.5MM SINGLE BARREL

ZU-14.5-1

ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN

The 14.5 mm Single barrel gun WARRIOR ZU14.5-1 is designed for air defense of infantry
against air targets at a height of up to 1500 mm
and a distance of up to 2000 m.
The design features of the weapon and the
presence of a ground optical sight allow it to be
used to defeat ground lightly armored targets,
as well as against enemy manpower, both in
the open and in light shelters.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber, mm
Length of the Machine Gun
Barrel grooves
Rate of fire , rounds /min.
Combat /Practical rate pf fire, rounds/min
Horizontal firing angle, degrees
Vertical firing angle, degrees
Steering / guidance speed (at two rounds of the flywheel per second)
Horizontal, degrees/sec.
Vertical, degrees/sec.
Wheel track, mm
Weight in combat position, kg
Machine gun weight, kg
Overall dimensions in travel position
Length, mm
Width, mm
Height, mm
Time for setting the weapon from travel to combat position, sec.
Time for setting the weapon from combat to travel position, sec.
Time for mounting the machine gun on the chassis, sec
Time to change the ammunition box, sec
Time to change the barrel, sec

CONTACTS:

36◦
32◦
1580mm
420 kg
50,2 kg
3400mm
1820mm
1900mm
10-12 sec.
12-15 sec.
15-20 sec
5-7 sec.
14-16 sec.
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14,5мм
2000mm
8 pcs
550-600 r./min
150 r./min
360◦
From -10 up to +90◦
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WARRIOR

14.5MM SINGLE BARREL

ZU-14.5-1

ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN

COMPLETE SET OF 14.5MM WARRIOR ZU-14.5-1*
Chassis
14.5x114mm Machine Gun KPVT
Ammunition boxes for 50 cartridges
Links for 14,x114mm cartridges
Spare Barrels
Individual SPTA

1 pc
1 pc
2 pcs
300 pcs
1 pc
1 set

* The exact composition of the complete set will be specified in each offer and can be
changed depending on the customer's requirements
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